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1. Introduction

Renal replacement therapy (RRT), including various delivery types of haemodialysis, has revolutionised the care of patients with end stage renal disease (ESRD). The most common RRT modality is haemodialysis (ANZ Data 2010, Boddana et al., 2009). Access for dialysis is via arteriovenous fistulae (AVF), arteriovenous grafts (AVG) or via central venous dialysis catheters. The goal of access is to provide a means of accessing the vasculature to undertake RRT in order to deliver the optimal dialysis dose with the minimal associated morbidity and mortality. The National Kidney Foundation (NKF) Kidney Disease Outcome Quality Initiative (KDOQI, 2006) guidelines recommend an AVF prevalence rate of greater than 65%. Arteriovenous fistulae remain the preferred method of access due to improved survival rate and lower associated morbidity and associated medical costs (NKF-KDOQI, 2006). Despite all these measures, dialysis catheters remain commonly used for a variety of reasons. They are now well acknowledged as the harbinger of potential future significant morbidity and mortality.

As a result of the significant morbidity burden caused by dialysis catheters, there has been great interest in discovering new and inventive methods of reducing catheter-related infection. Out of this is borne the investigation of preventative measures outlined here. This is particularly important given the immunosuppressed nature of renal patients. The evidence for, and utility of measures, such as topical antimicrobial ointment application, antimicrobial catheter lock solutions, antibiotic impregnated catheters, differing AVF cannulation methods and catheter design, shall be explored below.

As we strive for improved outcomes in our patients many more patients are undertaking extended hours home haemodialysis. In those patients with the lowest risk accesses, questions have been raised as to the method of access cannulation and the spectre of increasing associated infectious events. The rope ladder technique involves regular rotation of cannulation sites whereas buttonhole technique uses the same cannulation sites and relies on formation of a track which is then repetitively accessed with blunt needles. This has been a very attractive method for home dialysis patients for a range of reasons. However, despite recent popularity with this technique, a number of studies including from our centre, have now shown that this technique is associated with increased septic events (Birchenough et al., 2008; Nesrallah et al., 2010; Van Eps et al., 2010; Van Loon et al., 2010).
2. Vascular access

Vascular access remains a predominant cause of morbidity in haemodialysis patients. There is significant global variation in the use of the different types of haemodialysis access. There have now been a number of studies examining trends of access use (Ethier et al., 2008; Pisoni et al., 2002) and further, epidemiological associations between access type and outcomes (Dhingra et al., 2001; Ishani et al., 2005; Moist et al., 2008; Pastan et al., 2002; Polkinghorne et al., 2004; Xue et al., 2003).

2.1 Geographical and temporal trends in access use

Pisoni et al., (2002) in the Dialysis Outcomes and Practice Patterns Study (DOPPS) confirmed significant variations in access practice between Europe and the United States. The practice comparison found that AVFs were much more common in prevalent patients in Europe, while AVGs and catheters were more commonly used in the US. Arteriovenous fistulae were used in 80% of the European prevalent population compared with only 24% of US prevalent populations and the use was associated with younger male patients with fewer co-morbidities. Use in incident patients varied from 66% in Europe to only 15% in the US. Conversely, AVGs and catheters were more common in incident patients in the US compared to Europe (2% versus 24% and 60% versus 31% respectively). Dialysis catheters were the first modality of access at commencement of dialysis in the US (Pisoni et al., 2002). Trends in vascular access have changed over time but have shown a progression towards AVF use. Data from DOPPS I (1996-2001), DOPPS II (2002-2004) and DOPPS III (2005-2007) were compared and found that trends towards increasing AVF use were observed in Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom. Australia and New Zealand have traditionally had higher rates of AVF use. Arteriovenous fistulae in these countries, along with Japan and most European countries (excluding the United Kingdom, Belgium and Sweden), are used in over 70% of prevalent haemodialysis patients. The use of AVFs had increased significantly in the US in the same time from 24% in DOPPS I to 47% by DOPPS III (Ethier et al., 2008). Most recent data available shows that AVF use in the US is now greater than 57% (www.fistulafirst.org). In all the countries studied, AVG use remained stable or declined. The US showed the greatest decline in prevalent patient use, falling from 58% in DOPPS I to 29% in DOPPS III (Ethier et al., 2008).

Despite efforts to improve outcomes for ESRD patients, dialysis catheters remain a predominant form of vascular access well into the 21st century. Dialysis catheters were observed in greater than 20% of prevalent patients in the UK, Belgium, Sweden, Canada, and the US. A 2- to 3-fold increase in catheter use was observed in Italy, Germany, France and Spain by DOPPS III (Ethier et al., 2008). Catheter use will never be completely eliminated as they have a significant role in those patients who require urgent dialysis and for whom no other access exists. There is often regional variation in access practice patterns. The reasons for this appear to be multifactorial and include variables such as patient preference, surgical wait times, surgical expertise, as well as physician and nursing factors (Polkinghorne, et al., 2004).

2.2 Epidemiological aspects of access type

A number of studies have now shown an epidemiological association between access type and outcome. Use of venous catheters and AVGs over native AVFs has been shown to carry higher human costs. A number of studies have shown an association between catheter use...
and increased mortality from both infective and non-infective causes (Dhingra et al., 2001; Pastan et al., 2002; Polkinghorne et al., 2004). One study analysed a random sample of patients from the U.S. Renal Data System Dialysis Morbidity and Mortality Study (USRDS) Wave 1. Both diabetics and non-diabetics with catheters demonstrated similar trends in survival. The best overall survival was observed with AVF over AVG. The poorest survival was seen in patients with catheters (Dhingra et al., 2001). This increased mortality observed with AVGs and catheters has been replicated in a number of studies (Pastan et al., 2002; Polkinghorne et al., 2004; Xue et al., 2003). One of the largest investigations of access-related mortality included over 60,000 patients from the United States (Xue et al., 2003). The use of catheters at initiation of dialysis was associated with the greatest mortality risk (catheter hazard ratio [HR] 1.70, 95% CI 1.59-1.81; AVGs HR 1.16, 95% CI 1.08-1.24; AVF reference). In this study, greater than 50% of patients commenced dialysis with a catheter.

A prospective study of almost 1000 patients in France looked at the risk factors for development of bacteraemia in chronic haemodialysis patients (Hoen et al., 1998). This again confirmed that the greatest risk factor for bacteraemia was use of a dialysis catheter, with an incidence of 0.93 episodes of bacteraemia per 100 patient months. Multivariate analysis confirmed vascular access as a major risk factor for bacteraemia. Catheter use for haemodialysis carried a relative risk of bacteraemia of greater than 7 times that of an AVF (relative risk [RR] 7.6, 95% CI 3.7-15.6). Arteriovenous grafts carried only a marginally higher relative risk compared to AVFs.

Access-related bacteraemia has also been shown to be an important factor in the subsequent development of cardiovascular-related morbidity and mortality. Where cause-specific mortality was assessed, increases in both infectious deaths (Dhingra et al., 2001; Ishani et al., 2005; Pastan et al., 2002; Polkinghorne et al., 2004) and cardiac deaths were also observed (Dhingra et al., 2001; Ishani et al., 2005). Interestingly, in one study, non-diabetics using catheters at the inception of dialysis had a worse survival rate than those patients using permanent vascular access, with the difference being detectable after only 2 months of observation. The overall relative risk of infection-related death was approximately 2-fold higher in patients with central venous catheters over those with AVFs and was more marked in diabetics than non-diabetics. The risk of death from cardiac causes was approximately 1.5-fold higher in those with dialysis catheters (Dhingra et al., 2001). A prospective cohort study of incident dialysis patients in the U.S scrutinised the association between access modality and bacteraemia, and also the association between bacteraemia and cardiovascular events (Ishani et al., 2005). Cox regression analysis (n=2358) demonstrated that initial dialysis access was the main antecedent of septicaemia or bacteraemia. Long term dialysis catheters, temporary dialysis catheters and AVGs displayed HRs of 1.95, 1.76 and 1.05, respectively. The presence of bacteraemia or septicaemia was associated with heightened risks of subsequent cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. In those without defined coronary artery disease, a bacteraemic episode conferred a greater risk of death or acute cardiovascular event than those with pre-existing cardiovascular disease.

A study undertaken in Australia examined incident haemodialysis patients between 1999 and 2002, and made further attempts to statistically adjust for the non-random nature of access selection. This study found that those patients starting dialysis with a dialysis catheter or AVG had a greater risk of dying in the first 6 months compared to those with AVF; catheters being the most life-limiting of all three. This trend continued with time. Dialysing via an AVF showed a mortality rate of 86 per 1000 person-years; AVGs had a
mortality rate of 146 per 1000 person-years and catheters had the highest mortality rate of 261 per 1000 person-years. Catheter use conferred 1.5- to 3-fold increased risks in both infectious and all-cause mortality. A similar trend in both increased infectious and all-cause mortality with AVGs was also observed but not significant on analysis (Polkinghorne et al., 2004).

Apart from catheter-related infectious mortality, proposed alternative mechanisms for the increased death rates in patients with catheters have included reduced dialysis doses delivered by central catheters and a higher prevalence of co-morbid conditions in patients who dialyse via catheters. However, the latter was not confirmed after controlling for vascular disease and congestive cardiac failure (Pastan et al., 2002). No patterns of catheter use associated with increasing age or existing co-morbidities were ascertained from the more recent DOPPS III analysis. The usage of dialysis catheters in younger (18-70 year old) non-diabetics increased 2-fold in the US and up to 3-fold in some European countries (France, Germany, Italy and Spain) (Ethier, et al., 2008).

3. Incidence, pathogenesis and bacteriology of access-related infections

Although the incidence of catheter-related bacteraemia is variable, the mean reported incidence is 3 episodes per 1000 catheter days (Dryden et al., 1991; Moss et al., 1990; Saad, 1999; Mokrzycki et al., 2000; Mokrzycki et al., 2001). Data from the HEMO study (Eknoyan et al., 2008) indicates that patients with central venous catheters have an increased relative mortality risk of 3.4 when compared with patients with AVFs (relative mortality risk of 1.4). The burden of catheter-related infection is high, with reported rates of metastatic infectious complications (e.g. osteomyelitis, endocarditis, septic arthritis or epidural abscess) of between 10% and 40% (Marr et al., 1997; Maya et al., 2007; Neilsen et al., 1998). S. aureus is responsible for the majority of vascular access infections, accounting for 70-90% of cases (Del Rio et al., 2009; Gould, 2007).

3.1 Catheter-related bacteraemia

Gram-positive species are the culprit organisms in 61-95% of cases of catheter-related bacteraemia. In the prospective study by Hoen et al (1998), the most common causative organism was S. aureus. Coagulase-negative staphylococcal bacteraemia was almost as common as that caused by S. aureus. Escherichia coli and other aerobic gram negative bacilli were the next most commonly isolated organisms. The presumed portal of entry for these organisms was via the vascular access. In this study, 6 deaths were directly attributable to bacteraemia. The most common causative organisms under these circumstances were S. aureus and Pseudomonas with equal occurrence, and other Enterobacteriaciae making up the remainder of isolated agents (Hoen et al., 1998).

Catheter-related bacteraemia may arise via two paths: (a) direct spread of microorganisms from the skin along the outside of the catheter leading to contamination of the bloodstream; or, (b) colonisation of the inner lumen of the catheter leading to the formation of biofilm and direct migration of organisms into the bloodstream. A biofilm is a multi-layered cell cluster with a strong propensity to adhere to polymer surfaces and provides a protected niche environment for microorganisms with physical barrier protection against antibiotics. Within the biofilm, bacteria exhibit increased growth rates, a higher cell density and more active gene transcription. This further contributes to the heightened resistance of bacteria to antibiosis (Fux et al., 2003). Even in the absence of
overt infection, microbial colonisation of catheters may engender a chronic inflammatory state, which in turn increases the risk of erythropoietin-resistant anaemia, malnutrition and cardiovascular disease (Barraclough et al., 2009).

3.2 Arterio-venous fistula bacteraemia

In those with AVF infection, *S. aureus* and *Staphylococcus epidermis* are most commonly responsible. Infection accounts for approximately one fifth of accesses being lost (Bhat et al., 1980). Microorganisms gain entry to the bloodstream during cannulation. In addition, the presence of pseudoaneurysms, peri-access haematomas, non-functioning clotted fistulae and manipulation of AVFs during non-dialysis interventions increase the risk of infection (Barraclough et al., 2009).

Recent evidence suggests that cannulation technique may have an important effect on the rates of bacteraemia related to AVFs. Over the last 30 years, the buttonhole cannulation technique has become increasingly popular. This technique involves repetitive cannulation of a small number of puncture sites, with the aim of creating a tunnel track into which the needles can be easily inserted. There are a number of benefits associated with using buttonhole cannulation for haemodialysis, particularly in the home environment. These benefits include easier and quicker needle insertion, less painful cannulation with the elimination of anaesthetic, reduction in “bad sticks”, and reduction in hematoma formation (Doss et al., 2008; Hartig and Smyth, 2009). The alternative cannulation method, referred to as the rope ladder technique, involves needle puncture along the length of the fistula and is more inclined to give rise to small dilatations over the length of the fistula. However, several studies have suggested that the buttonhole technique is associated with an increased risk of access-related infection compared with the rope ladder method. Birchenough et al. (2008) established a positive correlation between use of the buttonhole cannulation technique and an increased risk for infection in adult patients on haemodialysis. Nesrallah et al. (2010) observed a significantly increased risk of *S. aureus* bacteremia infection with potentially fatal metastatic complications in patients receiving home nocturnal haemodialysis with buttonhole cannulation. They recommended advising prospective patients of the infection risks, and, in the absence of more rigorous studies, giving consideration to topical Mupirocin prophylaxis. Other studies have similarly reported increased access-related infection rates in association with buttonhole cannulation (Ludlow, 2010; Silva et al., 2010; Van Loon et al., 2010).

A subsequent retrospective observational cohort study in our unit involving 63 alternate nightly nocturnal haemodialysis and 172 conventional haemodialysis patients reported a statistically significant and clinically important increase in septic dialysis access events when nocturnal haemodialysis and buttonhole cannulation were used simultaneously (incidence rate ratio 3.0, 95% CI 1.04-8.66, p=0.04) (Van Eps et al., 2010). It is theorised that chronic bacterial colonisation of the buttonhole site may be the precursor to systemic infection, and that fibrosis surrounding the site may not provide as efficient a barrier as seen in those employing the rope ladder technique. This study highlights that increased infection control steps may be crucial in the setting of nocturnal haemodialysis and buttonhole technique.

4. Preventative measures against access-related infection

4.1 Aseptic technique

The method of handling the dialysis catheter is crucial. Stringent aseptic techniques must be employed, with KDOQI 2006 recommending washing the access site with antibacterial scrub and water followed by cleansing of the skin with 2% chlorhexidine/alcohol or 70% alcohol.
A multicentre prospective randomised trial (n=849) compared chlorhexidine-alcohol with povidone-iodine in the setting of post-operative surgical wounds and found that the chlorhexidine-alcohol preparation was associated with a significantly lower rate of surgical site infection (9.5% vs 16.1%, p=0.004, RR 0.59, 95% CI 0.41 – 0.85). However, in dialysis populations, there are only a few RCTs detailing the value of different antiseptic ointments. A small RCT studying povidone-iodine in subclavian catheters demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in exit site infections (5% vs 18%, p<0.02), tip colonisations and incidence of septicaemia compared with using sterile gauze dressings alone in the control group (Levin et al., 1991). The beneficial effect of povidone-iodine ointment was most marked in those with *S. aureus* nasal carriage (3-fold higher risk of subclavian catheter-related septicaemia, p<0.05). No significant increase in adverse effects was observed with povidone-iodine.

There is no particular dressing type that has shown benefit over another. A chlorhexidine-impregnated foam dressing has not been found to provide extra protection against infection in an open labelled study (Camins et al., 2010), despite previous evidence to the contrary in patients in an intensive care setting (Timsit et al., 2009).

Maximal sterile barrier precautions were further studied in a recent Korean study. Using multivariate analyses, they found that the use of maximally sterile barrier precautions (odds ratio 5.205 95% CI 0.015 – 1.130, p=0.23) and use of antimicrobial coated catheters (odds ratio 5.269 95% CI 0.073 – 0.814, p=0.022) were independent factors associated with a lower risk of acquiring a central venous catheter-related bacteraemic episode (Lee et al., 2008). In another single centre study, the institution of a catheter monitoring system and a formal maintenance program following catheter insertion was associated with a reduction in the occurrence of catheter-related bacteraemia by 33% (Yoo et al., 2001). A Cochrane systematic review of randomised controlled trials (McCann and Moore, 2010) reported that transparent polyurethane dressing did not reduce the risk of catheter-related exit site infection or bacteraemia compared to dry gauze.

### 4.2 Catheter care protocols

It is well accepted practice in the critical care sector to adopt a strictly protocolised approach to the care of central venous catheters (Beathard and Urbanes, 2008; Pronovost et al., 2010). Care bundles are commonly used in the intensive care unit. A “care bundle” is a set of evidence-based interventions that are administered to many intensive care patients, with the aim of risk reduction. There is no randomised trial evidence in the haemodialysis population, but prospective observational data has shown a marked reduction in bacteraemic episodes from 6.7 to 1.6 per 1000 catheter days over a twenty four month study period using an infection prophylaxis protocol based on NKF-K/DOQI guidelines (2001). The main focus of the protocol was strict cleansing of the catheter hub at the time of use in the dialysis facility to avoid any potential contamination. Other vital elements to catheter care include the technical placement of the catheter, exit site care and the handling of dialysis connections.

### 4.3 Topical antimicrobial agents

Use of topical antimicrobial agents has been associated with reduced rates of bacteraemic episodes and catheter loss of any cause (Rabindranath et al., 2009). Our group was one of the first to demonstrate that topical exit site application of mupirocin, an antibiotic active against Gram-positive organisms, resulted in significantly fewer catheter-related
bacteraemias (7 vs 35%, p<0.01) and a longer time to first bacteraemia (log rank score 8.68, P<0.01) (Johnson et al., 2002). The beneficial effect of mupirocin was entirely attributable to a reduction in staphylococcal infection (log rank 10.69, P=0.001) and was still observed when only patients without prior nasal S. aureus carriage were included in the analysis (log rank score 6.33, P=0.01). Median catheter survival was also significantly longer in the mupirocin group (108 vs 31 days, log rank score 5.9, P<0.05).

Recently, McCann & Moore (2010) published the results of their Cochrane systematic review in which they evaluated the benefits and harms of prophylactic topical antimicrobial agents on infectious complications among haemodialysis patients with central venous catheters. In a total of 10 randomised controlled trials involving 787 patients, the risk of catheter-related bacteraemia was reduced by topical exit site application of mupirocin (RR 0.17, 95% CI 0.07 - 0.43), polysporin triple ointment consisting of bacitracin, gramicidin and polymixin B (RR 0.40, 95% CI 0.19 - 0.86), and povidone-iodine ointment (RR 0.10, 95% CI 0.01 - 0.72). Mortality related to infection was not reduced by any of these three agents.

In another meta-analysis topical antimicrobial agents reduced the rates of bacteraemia (risk rate ratio 0.22, 95% CI 0.12 - 0.40), exit site infection (RR 0.17, 95% CI 0.08 - 0.38), requirement for catheter removal and hospitalisation for infection compared with no antibiotics (James et al., 2008).

In spite of the demonstrated benefits of topical antimicrobial agents on catheter-associated infection rates, a real concern surrounding these agents is the potential risk of antibiotic resistance. Whilst these fears have not yet been realised, a number of groups have suggested that antimicrobial prophylactic therapy should be limited in duration and scope to minimise the possibility of promoting antimicrobial resistance. For example, a recent position statement issued by the European Renal Best Practice (ERBP) working group recommended the application of antimicrobial ointments (either mupirocin or polysporin ointment) after catheter placement only until the exit site has healed completely (Tordoir et al., 2007). They specifically advised against the use of these agents after the site has healed because of the fear of emerging resistance and *Candida* colonisation.

### 4.4 Antimicrobial locks

There is evidence that “locking” a catheter with a small amount of antimicrobial agent that remains within the catheter lumen can prevent bacteraemic episodes. These antimicrobial locks are thought to possess extra biofilm-removing properties. This is in contrast to heparin, which may serve to antagonise the antibacterial properties of certain antibiotics (Droste et al., 2003, Regamey et al., 1972) and may in fact promote biofilm formation (Shanks et al., 2006).

Nine randomised controlled trials looked at the potential role of antimicrobial locks versus the standard heparin lock. The mean baseline risk of catheter-related infection was 3.0 episodes per 1000 catheter days, with the catheter insertion duration ranging from 37-365 days (mean 146 days). Seven out of 9 trials used an antibiotic, 1 used taurolidine and 1 used 30% citrate. The different antimicrobial preparations included amikacin, cefazolin, cefotaxime, ciprofloxacin, EDTA, gentamicin, minocycline and vancomycin. Collectively, they showed a more than three-fold reduction in the occurrence of catheter-related bacteraemia, in addition to reductions in mortality and morbidity (Allon et al., 2008; Jaffer et al., 2008; Labriola et al., 2008;). Seven out of 9 of the studies reached statistical significance. The use of antimicrobial locks also significantly reduced the rate of catheter loss due to all complications (3 trials; n=399; RR 0.61, 95% CI 0.45-0.83) (Rabrinathan et al., 2009).
Unfortunately, most of these trials were of short duration, being limited to 12 months follow-up or less. Consequently, the long-term risk:benefit of antimicrobial locks is uncertain. Significant side effects of antimicrobial locks that have been documented in the above trials included hypocalcaemia (Power et al., 2009) digital paraesthesiae (Power et al., 2009) and ototoxicity in 10% of those using gentamicin based catheter locks (Dogra et al., 2002). Moreover, there are significant concerns that long term use of antimicrobial locks may promote multiresistant organisms (MROs). An American unit using a gentamicin/heparin lock observed the appearance of gentamicin resistant bacteraemia after a period of 6 months (Landry et al., 2010). The most common complications following such bacteraemias were catheter removal and hospital admission. Thus, despite a 95% decrease in the rate of catheter-related bacteraemia, there was the emergence of gentamicin resistant gram negative infections with tunnelled catheters being the most common access in the group. After stopping the gentamicin antimicrobial lock, the resistance to gentamicin dropped after 18 months.

4.5 Non-antimicrobial locks

4.5.1 Citrate

The spectre of antibiotic resistance has led nephrologists to seek alternative catheter lock agents. Sodium citrate has been utilised as an alternative anticoagulant to intradialytic heparin. Anticoagulant activity is brought about by reducing the free plasma calcium concentration and thus retarding the coagulation cascade. A 30% citrate solution will have antimicrobial and antibacterial properties. Citrate does not promote bacterial resistance and therefore has been proposed as the ideal catheter lock solution (Bleyer, 2007).

Power et al. (2009) studied 232 haemodialysis patients randomised to either 46.7% sodium citrate or 5% heparin locks post-dialysis for a 6 month period. In both groups, the rate of catheter-related bacteraemia was 0.7 events per 1000 catheter days with no significant difference between groups. There was a statistically significant increase in catheter thrombosis in the citrate group (p<0.001). All patients had a tunnelled twin catheter single lumen Tesio catheter.

Weijiner et al. (2005) had previously shown an added benefit of Trisodium citrate 30% in a randomised controlled trial incorporating 291 randomised haemodialysis patients. In this group however, 98/291 (34%) and 193/291 (66%) possessed tunnelled cuffed catheters and non-tunnelled catheters respectively. Catheter-related infection rates were 1.1 per 1000 catheter days in the trisodium citrate 30% group versus 4.1 per 1000 in the heparin group (p<0.001). There was found to be no difference in the rate of thrombotic events. This study showed a risk reduction for catheter-related bacteraemia of 87% for tunnelled catheters (p<0.001) and 64% for non-tunnelled catheters (p=0.05). There were fewer deaths from bacteraemia in the trisodium citrate 30% group (0 vs 5, p=0.028). Exit site infections were also reduced.

A concern with use of citrate relates to its chelating properties that can lead to hypocalcaemia with subsequent risk of ventricular arrhythmias. The death of a patient in 2000 from cardiac arrest following installation of 46.7% sodium citrate into a haemodialysis catheter prompted a Food and Drug Association (FDA) warning about its use (Food and Drug Administration, 2009). Many haemodialysis centres therefore avoid high doses of citrate in catheter locks. There is ongoing interest in using lower concentrations of sodium citrate, either alone or in combination with taurolidine or ethanol.
4.5.2 Taurolidine

Taurolidine locks possess antimicrobial activity by producing methyl taurinamide products that bind to bacterial and fungal cell walls and cause damage. The antimicrobial effect is broad spectrum and has been shown to reduce the progression to biofilm production (Torres-Viена et al., 2000). There are no reports of antibiotic resistance.

A randomised controlled trial from the United Kingdom randomised subjects to receive either Taurolidine-Citrate lock (1.35% taurolidine & 4% citrate) or unfractionated heparin 5000units/mL. The primary outcome was time to first bacteraemic episode and secondary outcomes were total number of bacteraemic episodes and gram positive and gram negative infections. There was found to be no statistically significant difference in time to first bacteraemic episode (n=110). However, there was a significant reduction in gram negative infections (p=0.02). The main drawback to using Taurolidine-citrate locks is a greater need for thrombolytic therapy. Solomon et al. (2010) surmised that taurolidine-citrate usage impacted only infection of intraluminal origin and that better formulations with an improved anticoagulant profile should be sought. These findings echo those trends seen previously (Allon, 2003, Betjes and Van Agteren 2004; Taylor et al., 2008).

4.5.3 Ethanol

Ethanol is an effective disinfectant with a broad spectrum of activity against a host of microorganisms. Its benefits include low toxicity, lack of antibiotic resistance, ready availability and low cost. Ethanol-containing catheter locks were initially used in oncology patients to maintain long term catheters and in those receiving total parenteral nutrition in order to manage catheter occlusion (Ball et al., 2003; Metcalf et al., 2004; Pennington and Pithie, 1987). As little as 60 minutes exposure to a 30% ethanol-14% trisodium citrate locking solution has been show to effectively eradicate the common gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria colonising catheters (Takla et al., 2007). Maharaj et al. (2008) demonstrated an equally impressive effect on Candida albicans isolates within the same time frame. These antimicrobial benefits of ethanol appear to be associated with a neutral effect on the integrity of catheter material. A recent small study tested found no negative effect of a 30% ethanol-4% sodium citrate locking solution on catheters (Vercaigne et al., 2010). Guenu et al. (2007) similarly found no deterioration in silicone catheter viability following exposure to high concentrations of ethanol.

Our unit is currently conducting a randomised controlled trial of heparin versus ethanol lock for the prevention of catheter-associated infection (Broom et al., 2009). This is a single centre prospective open-label study comparing 3mL 70% ethanol catheter lock head to head with a standard heparin lock. Using time to first catheter-related bacteraemia as the primary outcome, the study will hopefully elucidate further the benefit of ethanol as a useful preventative measure against catheter-related infections.

4.5.4 Honey

The healing properties of honey have been recognised since antiquity. Ancient Greeks and Egyptians used honey to aid in the healing of burns and sores. During World War I German physicians used honey and cod liver oil together as a surgical dressing for battle wounds. The antimicrobial properties of honey are related to its very high sugar content, which kills bacteria through dessication, and enzymatic production of hydrogen peroxide (glucose + H₂O + O₂ → gluconic acids + H₂O₂). The enzyme glucose oxidase also confers...
acidity to the substance. The pH range of honey is 3.2-4.5, which is low enough to be inhibitory to many bacterial pathogens. Moreover, research has shown that peripheral B lymphocytes and T lymphocytes proliferate in the presence of honey concentrations as low as 0.1%, and that phagocytes are activated by honey at these same low concentrations (Abbas, 1997). Our unit has succeeded in showing the advantageous effects of Medihoney in a randomised controlled trial comparing thrice weekly exit site application of standardised antibacterial honey versus 2% mupirocin ointment on infection rates in patients with cuffed tunneled central venous catheters (Johnson et al., 2005). Topical Medihoney led to comparable rates of catheter-related infection compared to those achieved with mupirocin, but conferred additional benefits including low cost, an excellent safety profile and lack of antibiotic resistance, especially mupirocin resistance.

4.6 Nasal eradication of S. aureus
Historically, nasal carriage of S. aureus has been associated with greater bacteraemic episodes with S. aureus in haemodialysis patients (Yu et al., 1986). Patients on chronic haemodialysis have been reported to have over twice the rate of S. aureus nasal colonisation as healthy controls. More recent data are in agreement with this, and it is widely believed that nasal colonisation provides a natural reservoir that facilitates ongoing habitation and propagation of S. aureus in human populations. (Elie-Turenne et al., 2010; Mermel et al., 2010). Nasal application of mupirocin has been proven to eradicate nasal carriage of S. aureus in up to 98.5% of cases (Taal et al., 2006). This strategy has been associated with a reduction in S. aureus bacteraemia compared to historical controls (Boelart et al., 1993), although again, use has been associated with the development of mupirocin resistance (Cavdar et al., 2004; Lobbedez et al., 2004). Currently however, there are no recommendations by the leading Nephrology bodies to perform routine eradication of nasal S.aureus in a bid to reduce catheter-related bacteraemia.

4.7 The role of catheter design, structure and placement
The first 30 days following catheter placement are vital to the prevention of bloodstream infection. During this period, technique should not be compromised as the main risk of entry is infection through medical staff interaction and the patient’s normal skin microflora. After this time, the catheter is more vulnerable to internal sources of infection, possibly via the catheter hub, leading to subsequent haematogenous spread and bloodstream infection. Alternatively, infection at a distant internal site may lead to colonisation of the indwelling catheter (Knuttinen et al., 2009).

4.7.1 Tunnelled versus non-tunnelled catheters
The incidence of bacteraemia is greatly reduced in subjects using cuffed tunnelled catheters as opposed to non cuffed catheters. The majority of modern cuffed tunnelled catheters are made of either polyurethane or silicone. The cuffed portion, which lies in the subcutaneous tissue near the insertion site, creates a fibrous seal and provides an effective barrier against infection by preventing migration of bacteria down the outer surface of the catheter. Although there are no prospective randomised trials investigating infection-related morbidity between catheter types in the dialysis population, observed bacteraemia rates range from 0.16–0.86 per 100 days with non-tunnelled non-cuffed dialysis catheter to 0.016–0.27 per 100 days with tunnelled cuffed catheters. Evidence from the non-haemodialysis setting showed lower infection rates in tunnelled catheters (Andrivet et al., 1994; Timsit et
al., 2007). Within a set of immunocompromised patients, the rates of bacteraemia were reduced by cuffed catheters (2% vs 5%), although this did not achieve statistical significance (Andrivet et al., 1994).

There is no clear evidence pointing to any differences in bacteraemia rates attained through usage of different catheter brands. Some groups have published data of long term tunnelled catheter usage (Tesio catheters, MedComp, Harleysville, Pennsylvania) highlighting bacteraemia rates similar to those achieved in arteriovenous fistulae. This particular group utilised strict protocols surrounding catheter care (Power et al., 2011). The four most commonly commercially available tunnelled catheters are the HemoSplit, Tesio twin catheter, Split-Catheter III and Permcath. A UK study examining catheter survival found that the Split Catheter III and Permcath fared worse than the HemoSplit and Tesio twin catheter. Infection rates were not specifically studied (Fry et al., 2008).

4.7.2 Catheter placement

There is no randomised trial evidence of any specific site of insertion conferring an increased risk of infection (Ruesch et al., 2002). In a large study of intensive care patients there was no statistically significant difference in the incidence of infection or duration of catheter amongst the insertion sites (Deshpande et al., 2005). Multivariate analyses from a number of studies have collectively suggested a higher rate of infection with the femoral vein location, with the infection risk with the jugular approach being greater than the subclavian approach (Breschan et al., 2007; Ishizuka et al., 2009, Ishizuka et al., 2008; Nagashima et al., 2006). These studies did not take into account baseline confounding variables.

4.7.3 Catheter devices

Trerotola et al.(2010) found no improvement in infection rates in tunnelled small bore central venous catheters with the insertion of a polyester cuff.

4.7.4 Antibiotic-impregnated catheters

Since the early 1990’s, there have been different types of central venous catheter antibiotic coatings trialled primarily in the critical care setting. There are no RCTs of antibiotic impregnated catheters in the chronic haemodialysis population. Raad et al. (1997) compared minocycline and rifampicin coated catheters head to head with untreated uncoated catheters, and found a significantly reduced rate of catheter related bacteraemia (0% versus 5%, respectively). This was a double blinded study (n=281) where the antibiotic coated catheters had been pre-treated with tri-iododecylmethylammoniumchloride surfactant. The minocycline and rifampicin components were both active against methicillin-sensitive and methicillin-resistant S. aureus, and also had reported activity against gram negative bacilli and Candida species. Within a multicentre study of intensive care units, Maki et al. (1997) found a higher degree of bacterial colonisation of the catheter material in the uncoated as compared to the antibiotic impregnated catheters.

Following these results, the United States CDC recommended the use of antibiotic coated catheters for those with a high rate of infection after full adherence to other infection control measures, such as maximal sterile barrier precautions. There was also a recommendation that in an adult with an expected need for a central venous catheter for more than five days an antibiotic impregnated catheter be used in preference.
More recently, a large retrospective study of central venous catheters in the critical care setting showed that there was a significant reduced incidence of catheter-related infection that was independent and complementary to the infection control precautions utilised. The incidence improved from 8.3 episodes of infection per 1000 patient days to 1.2 episodes per 100 patient days (Ramos et al., 2010). The body of evidence refers to only non-cuffed non-tunnelled catheters, and has not led to the wide availability of such devices in the chronic haemodialysis population.

4.8 Thrombolytic therapy
Catheter-related bacteraemia may arise via the formation of an intraluminal thrombosis, which may then act as a nidus for the development of bacterial biofilm (McGee et al., 2003; Jain et al., 2009). Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator has been shown to be useful in catheter thrombus (Clase et al., 2001; Macrae et al., 2005; Tumlin et al., 2010) and some paediatric studies have looked into its potential effect on bacteraemia rates in the haemodialysis population. It has been shown that the prophylactic use of a catheter lock containing tissue plasminogen activator plus antibiotic can reduce the incidence of catheter-related bacteraemia, and may improve the infection-free survival times of central catheters at high risk of infection (Onder et al., 2009).

4.9 Aspirin
In vitro and in vivo animal studies of infective endocarditis have demonstrated aspirin to have direct anti-staphylococcus effects. It is theorised that the salicylic component of aspirin, which is the major biometabolite, inhibits the expression of two key \textit{S. aureus} virulence genes involved in endovascular pathogenesis. A retrospective observational study over 10 years in a single haemodialysis centre found a lower rate of catheter-associated \textit{S. aureus} bacteraemia in patients using aspirin at a daily dose of 325mg (Sedlacek et al., 2007).

5. Conclusions
The goal of treatment of patients with end-stage kidney failure is to provide optimal dialysis while at the same time averting excess morbidity and mortality. It should always be borne in mind that this patient group is a vulnerable and relatively immunosuppressed cohort, often with appreciably significant co-morbidity. Evidence points towards the best outcome being achieved when dialysis is initiated using a native arteriovenous fistula, with the next best outcome with an arteriovenous graft. However, concomitant disease burden can make native access formation challenging.

The use of central venous catheters for dialysis purposes should be minimised and actively discouraged (ERBP Guidelines 2007, KDOQI 2006, CARI 2000) as they are associated with increased patient mortality, morbidity and cost of healthcare. The consequences of catheter-related bacteraemia may be life-threatening, and could reach a 10% mortality rate (Saxena et al., 2002) and also effect cardiovascular morbidity. For those individuals where haemodialysis catheters are hard to avoid, a proactive approach is appropriate, and various preventative measures should be considered. The use of a catheter care protocol may be beneficial. The concept of the “care bundle” may be an extremely useful tool in the haemodialysis environment. In many ways the dialysis patient often has multi-organ involvement and a stepwise, astringent, highly protocolised pathway is appropriate.
Institution of such protocols has resulted in a drastic reduction in catheter-related bacteraemia reported in some American intensive care units (Pronovost et al., 2006). The use of antibiotic lock solutions and topical antimicrobial ointment (mupirocin, povidone-iodine and polysporin triple antibiotic) has been shown to be effective in reducing bacteraemia. The benefits of citrate locks have been demonstrated by two meta-analyses (Yahav et al., 2008; Labriola et al., 2008). However, there are tenable concerns regarding cardiac arrhythmias, which may be circumvented by using lower concentrations of citrate that may compromise their antimicrobial potency. Topical medical-grade honey has proved efficacious against exit site infection. Prophylactic antibiotic at the time of insertion is frequently administered, although this intervention has never been validated in randomised controlled trials (Ryan et al., 2004).

Antibiotic coatings are in wide usage in the critical care arena using non-cuffed non-tunnelled catheters, but their usage has not crossed over to the dialysis unit. Novel therapies, such as thrombolytic agents and aspirin, require larger randomised studies before their widespread use is advocated.

We now have an increasing number of possible interventions in our armamentarium to help us offer the best care to our patients. However, much more evidence in the form of clinical trials is needed to further elucidate the efficacy of these preventative measures, and other potential treatments.
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This book provides an overview of technical aspects in treatment of hemodialysis patients. Authors have contributed their most interesting findings in dealing with hemodialysis from the aspect of the tools and techniques used. Each chapter has been thoroughly revised and updated so the readers are acquainted with the latest data and observations in the area, where several aspects are to be considered. The book is comprehensive and not limited to a partial discussion of hemodialysis. To accomplish this we are pleased to have been able to summarize state of the art knowledge in each chapter of the book.
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